Taking the headache out
of a home-based business
Home based cook Amber cuts time and effort
on admin by one day per week, while making
her business more efficient in the process.

From one week to the next, Amber
seamlessly transitioned her successful
but operationally challenging home cooked
meals business Cooked For You to operate
via Cookaborough. Amber realized the
benefits immediately, enjoying new
efficiencies and more headspace for
creative thinking.

Solution
By adopting Cookaborough as the platform to run her
already successful business, Amber was able to make
the efficient weekly batch model run like clockwork.
This gave her back invaluable time, made customers
happy and allowed a greater flexibility and visibility
on her business.
The automation of many time consuming
tasks has allowed Amber greater visibility on her
business, made it more efficient, and saved her time.

Situation
Amber had run a successful home cooked meals
business for 4 years. She had built a loyal local
customer base who loved her approach to healthy
weekly family meals, made with love.
Despite the inbuilt efficiencies of using a batch model
– receiving weekly orders then cooking to fulfill them
– the busier she got, the more time Amber spent
on running her small business, taking her out of her
kitchen which she loved, and in front of her computer,
something she wasn’t so passionate about.
The time consuming things included: reconciling
payments as customers would pay at different times
and ways and forget to reference their order; late orders
placed after her deadline causing her to have to adjust
painstaking calculations, and also the need to keep
track of customers – what they liked, how often they
liked to order and where they lived was yet another
spreadsheet that needed managing.

Highlights
• Efficiencies were achieved seamlessly
without a change in the operating model.
Amber didn’t have to change the way she
did business – it was all there, built for her.
She just needed to plug it in.
• Amber saved at least a day per week on
admin, and has more time to spend in the
kitchen and on creatively devising menus
for customers.
• Easy for customers: Amber’s business
became more efficient for her but also
became easier for her customers as well.

Amber wanted out of the office and into the kitchen
again, but without having to scale back her business.

“I loved what I had built but felt like
I was at the point where I had to limit
customer numbers as there were so
many moving parts.”
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Key features
A few features of the Cookaborough platform were particularly attractive
to Amber for improving efficiencies and keeping her customers happy:
CUSTOMER CONNECT:
The ability to invite people to connect through
a simple sign-up process allowed an easy
transition for customers to the new system.
It was also imperative that Amber’s customers
could continue to message her personally
through the platform. She didn’t want to
compromise the personal customer care
she had invested in over the preceding years.

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS:
Amber could segment her customers and
switching off notifications and emails within
allocated postcodes. This flexibility allowed
seamless transitions when Amber has needed
to scale her business up or down.

SHOPPING LISTS:
Stock requirements automatically calculated
when orders are made was a big plus for
Amber. This live shopping list was also a big
help when Amber was getting a head start
on ordering food.

MENU BUILDER:
The menu creation tool allowed Amber to
prepare the weekly menu in a matter of
minutes with the scheduling tool allowing it
to be created at anytime with the knowledge
that it would be sent automatically at the
designated time.

INSTANT PAYMENTS:
The integration of a payment system has
meant that Amber receives instant payments
without the hassle of reconciling which
customers have paid and having to chase up
customers who haven’t. For customers it’s now
a much easier and professional system
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CUSTOMER REMINDER:
The automatic ‘reminder to order’ notification
sent to customers who hadn’t placed an order
prior to the close of a menu was a big relief as
Amber didn’t need to predict any late orders or
refuse any business due to late orders.

LABEL GENERATOR:
Previously, Amber had manually prepared her
labels, including having to write ingredients and
allergens manually. Cookaborough’s ability to
automate this and print seamlessly to stickers
was a big time saver.

RECIPE CALCULATOR:
The ability to automatically cost recipes and
adjust prices accordingly for each menu item
gave Amber more visibility on cost and pricing.

“Cookaborough feels like it was
made just for me. All of the
features I needed to help me
are in one place. It has freed up
time for me to spend on doing
what I love which is being in
the kitchen and cooking”.

Recipe for success
For more information regarding Cookaborough and how it could
work for you, please contact enquiries@cookaborough.com
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